In today’s busy food service operation, you don’t always have the time or manpower to change high-pressure cylinders when you run out of CO₂. When your fountain systems go down and the OUT OF ORDER sign goes up, high margin profits disappear.

There is an affordable solution — the Carbo Series bulk CO₂ system. The Carbo Series tank is a low-pressure, permanently installed bulk CO₂ system that is connected to an outside wall box. Your bulk CO₂ supplier routinely tops off your tank — eliminating CO₂ outages so you can focus on customer sales at lunch rush rather than gas inventory.

The Carbo Series systems provide these benefits:

**Convenience**
Eliminate high-pressure cylinder change-outs and gas outages during peak rush periods. Enable a better use of employees and storage space.

**Quality**
Uninterrupted flow of CO₂ eliminates flat drinks and ensures proper drink calibration. Perfect soda dispensing presentation increases customer satisfaction and eliminates complaints of poor taste and flat beverages.

**Safety**
Gas stored at low operating pressure, plus zero cylinder handling, reduces job-related injuries.

**Savings**
Save on labor, lost residual gas and operational costs associated with the high cost of high-pressure cylinders.
The Chart Beverage System

Maximize Your Beverage Profits - It works like this:

1. Liquid CO₂ is delivered in bulk right to your store.

2. Liquid CO₂ is securely transferred through the outside wall of your store into a bulk CO₂ storage tank.  
   Note: The bulk CO₂ tank can also be installed outdoors.

3. CO₂ gas is dispensed from the bulk CO₂ storage tank, providing a perfect beverage pour, every time.

4. A CO₂ Monitoring System assures the safety of your working environment.

One Carbo Series bulk system meets all of your CO₂ requirements. The system requires zero employee handling and provides a continuous supply of CO₂.

- Stationary automatic system
  100% stainless steel construction, permanently installed and self-contained with no electricity required

- Maximizes limited space
  One system replaces all of your high-pressure cylinders, using less than 3 sq. ft. of floor space or install outdoors

- Sized to match usage needs
  Available in a variety of sizes, the Carbo Series will meet the unique demands of your business volume
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